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Israeli Election of January 2003
The upcoming Israeli election is scheduled for late January 2003, and the Bible code matrix
developed on the election is intriguing in several ways.

The Major Parties:
Israel has a parliamentary system, where many political parties vie for a share of the popular
vote. Voters vote for the party and based on each party's share of the vote, they get to appoint a
proportional share of members to the Knesset. The list of candidates for each party is determined
in the primary, with each candidate's rank on the party list based on the primary voting. In Israel,
the primaries were held in December 2002, and the popular election is in late January 2003. All
the major parties are found in the Bible code matrix, with a perfect description of the respective
party (see annex A).

The Political Right and Religious Parties:
The right together with the religious parties is shown as one term,
úã ðéîé The right [Likud] / religion.
It also refers to the right as hawkish: èéò ðéîé The right [Likud] a bird of prey [say
HAWK] or the right stormed / pounced upon. It is an accurate description of the type of
party. They are not dovish as the left center, religious, or other parties.
The matrix lists the Right as a mountain that it has. This is correct at least in the polls three
weeks before the election: øä ðéîéä The RIGHT a mountain.
The term continues as: èòéå åì øä ðéîéä The RIGHT a mountain - he has - and
he pounced. Note, however the root of bird of prey – hawk èéò and pounced èòé. The
two terms above that refer to the RIGHT party, refer to its hawkish character. However, there is
more in this term if we continue with the next letter in the term above and get the new term:
äèòéå åì øä ðéîéä The RIGHT a mountain - he has - and he covered [up?
primaries?]. One of the biggest issues of this election is the question of irregularities in the
primaries. Does the above term mean that the RIGHT party had a cover up?

The Political Left:
îð ìàîùä The left is sleeping.
On the weekend, in the Yediot Achronot Israeli newspaper dated 27/13/2002, I found in the
"Hamusaf Leshabat" - the Shabbat section in the article: War and Sharon on page five the

following quotation: “A stranger that would see the election campaign, would think that the
Labor party wants a sleepy election”. It later adds....talking about Matznae, the Labor leader:
“There is something sleepy about him”.

The Political Center:
ãð æëøî The center is moving back and forth.
æëøî áö center is a turtle.
During the election campaign, the Center did move very slowly back and forth, without any
substantial gain or loss in the pre-election polls.

All The Other Parties:
èî úåøçà The others tumble, dull, lusterless.
In reality, no other parties that do not fall under one of the categories above have shown any
progress during the pre-election campaign.

The Location of Major Parties in the Matrix:
The location of the two/three major parties [èéò ðéîé - úã ðéîé - îð ìàîùä] is
right at the center of the matrix crossing the main term: éù îúìùîîå And their
government a present.
The center parties and the other parties are found at the extremes of the matrix – far away from
the main term. Seemingly, we have odds of two to one for the RIGHT to form the government.
However, since the RIGHT party also shares a letter with “government”, based on this paragraph
alone, the indication is very strong that the aggressive RIGHT party that shares a letter with the
term “government” will form the government and not the “sleepy” LEFT party.
The RIGHT and the LEFT parties terms intersect: äèòéå åì øä ðéîéä The RIGHT a
mountain - he has - and he covered [up? primaries?] and îð ìàîùä The LEFT
[Labour] is napping.
The term at the intersection of the two terms shares a letter with each of the above. It reads as
follows: All the affliction is in them. What is the affliction that only those two parties were
accused? These two big parties required primaries in which the police investigated irregularities.
What does one of the three terms suggests? a cover [-up]? It is interesting to note that the threeletter NEGA [nun-gimmel-ain] that means affliction appears numerous times around the center
of this Government term. The term is even more statistically significant when we add a vav, a
heh, or a vav and a heh – indicating the, and, and and the affliction.
The same term in 2 ii above, the RIGHT party term intersects with another term. The two terms
even share a letter. The term îé÷çä ìë úà ìàøùé éðá úà úøåäì To dictate

Israel all the laws. These two terms suggest that the RIGHT party will be in power to dictate
the [parliamentary] laws.

The SHARON Factor:
The term Sharon appears in various forms, several times in the matrix. The only other
reasonable possibility for another winner to form a government is Amram Matzneh – the leader
of the LEFT party. The name is not there, while for Sharon, we even find his son’s name there in
the matrix. Aumri Sharon (the son), has been his right hand man in many ways; and was elected
by his peers to be in a position to be part of the 120 members of the elected government in the
Knesset. In addition, the term old man, as used in the matrix, has been recently applied to Ariel
Sharon. The only other Israeli Prime Minister – that was ever called the “old man” – was David
Ben-Gurion.

The UNCERTAINTY Factor:
Very early in January 2003, the newspapers believed that the elections had not yet been decided.
The RIGHT party started to lose seats in the polls due to the heavily reported primaries
irregularities. At this time, Sharon is openly being accused of wrongdoing (see Annex B). These
accusations may very well cost the RIGHT party some more seats (see also Annex C). The Bible
code matrix, nevertheless, favors Sharon to win.

Polls from January 9, 2003

The CONCLUSION:
Today (Jan 10, 2003), three weeks before the election, the matrix is very accurate on many issues
about this coming election. However, Israeli politics can be extremely unpredictable and
volatile. Moshe Katzav was elected as President in 2000. Until the night before people went to
vote, everyone was sure that Peres would win! There were surprises in other general elections in
the past due to unforeseen developments. Even if this matrix fails to paint the right picture of the
final election results for January 2003, it already paints an excellent picture of what the January
2003 elections are like.

Webmaster note:
The following Israeli Election matrix by Moshe Shak has a cumulative matrix R-Value of
67.7. The matrix statistical odds based on a 67.7 R-Value is:

1 chance in 5.01 times 10 to the 67th power.

ANNEX B:
http://www.ananova.com/news/story/sm_737110.html?menu=

Sharon investigated over £1m 'bribe'
An Israeli newspaper has reported that Ariel Sharon is being investigated over an alleged £1
million bribe.
Haaretz said both the Israeli Prime Minister and his son Omri are suspected, citing a document
obtained from Israel's Justice Ministry.
It added the pair are being investigated over committing breach of trust and fraud and deceiving
the police and Israel's state auditor.
The report comes just three week's before Israel's general election.
Mr Sharon's Likud party remains the front-runner, despite losing some support in the polls amid
allegations of vote buying in last month's party primary.
The Haaretz report is the first time in the election campaign that Mr Sharon himself has been
linked to possible wrongdoing.
His office had no immediate comment but several of his advisers were to hold a news conference
later today. Haaretz quoted a Sharon aide as saying the premier was not engaged in wrongdoing.
Justice Minister Meir Sheetrit, a leading Likud member, accused the Israeli media of trying to
sabotage Mr Sharon's campaign: "It's amazing that the media, on the eve of elections, suddenly
remember all these things and rework them in order to harm the prime minister."
The complicated financial allegations involve £1 million a South African man, Cyril Kern,
transferred to Mr Sharon's sons, Gilad and Omri, a year ago. Foreign campaign contributions are
illegal in Israel.
Haaretz said police has opened an investigation into the money transfer, and that Israel's Justice
Ministry has asked authorities in South Africa for help.
Story filed: 15:03 Tuesday 7th January 2003

ANNEX C
http://directory.kol-israel.com/asites/?

Translation from Hebrew: Seniors in the Likud: Only a drastic measure

will prevent a collapse
......Shock in the Likud from the polls; "Haaretz": The Likud is dropping to 27 seats in
the polls (120 total seats in the Knesset).
Note by Moshe: This is a loss of 4 seats in a week after the Likud lost already 10 seats
in the polls. The latest poll shows the Labor with 24 seats.
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